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Over the past weekend I re-jiggered my definition of “reality TV.” I spent a quiet  Father’s day
morning with my six year old daughter, watching coverage of bloody street battles in Tehran. With
care and trepidation I explained (as best as I knew) the nature of a repressive theocracy and why
people won’t honor the united voices of their countrymen. This is the new reality. The reality of
barges full of North Korean nukes cruising into Singapore. The reality of Michigan’s 14%
unemployment rate.  So, the summer of star studded reality programming is just sort of a shrug. The
great reality TV revelatory moment was to occur tonight and I wonder if America’s collective yawns
were heard. The big TV news (which the world knew a long time ago) was that TVs Jon and Kate
Gosselin were to separate starting after this episode. I turned off the news of the world for an hour
and sat watching the uncomfortably self conscious program until I could stand no more. First of all,
Jon acted like Clint Eastwood’s neighbor kid in Grand Torino and I was waiting for old Kowalsky to
come out and knock some sense into the man. Jon’s range of emotions went from a withering
indifference to a petulance that made his kids look mature. The children were actually fairly well
behaved and entertaining. Kate was her Kate-iest. I cringed every time she scolded the kids as
some passive punishment for how she felt about Jon. Alas, none of this is important. I tuned in
expecting some television moment ala the Loud family of the 1970′s. Instead, we were all treated to
more engineered, mass media attention hound whining. I was appreciative of the thoughtful way
Kate read the cue cards as her marriage fell apart. Jon, the more astute of the two, complained
about the paparazzi and the fact that soldiers are dying overseas while he gets into the tabloids.
While I give him credit for noting the problem, he isn’t exactly keeping the photogs off the lawn. God
bless the kids and their Crooked Houses. Otherwise the show would have been unwatchable.
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